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New Approaches to General and Complete Disarmament: 
Strategic Concept for the Removal of Arms and 
Proliferation (SCRAP) 
 

Date: 13 February 2013, 13:00-15:30 
Location: Room IX, Palais de Nations 
 

Participants:  
Director-General Kassym-Jomart Tokayev (United Nations Office at Geneva, and 
Personal Representative of the United Nations Secretary-General to the Conference on 
Disarmament). 

Ambassador Hoffman (German Permanent Mission to the UN) 

Dr Dan Plesch (Director, Centre for International Studies and Diplomacy, SOAS, London) 

Peter Herby (Advisor to Norwegian Red Cross and Independent Consultant on Arms 
Control) 
Marc Finaud (Geneva Centre for Security Policy) 
Natasha Dyer (SCRAP Project officer, Centre for International Studies and Diplomacy, 
SOAS, London) 

Anna Feuer (SCRAP Project Officer, Centre for International Studies and Diplomacy, 
SOAS, London) 

Max Moncaster (SCRAP Project Officer, Simon Fraser University, Vancouver, Canada) 
 

In attendance:  
Representatives of permanent missions of Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Guatemala, 
Italy, Holy See, India, Japan, Lithuania, Mexico, Netherlands, Pakistan, Poland, South Africa, 
Sweden, Switzerland and Turkey, non-governmental representatives, students. 
 

Discussion agenda: 
 

i. Introduction  
ii. Opening remarks: Welcome; Anna Fuer,SOAS student; Chairperson: Ambassador 

Hellmut Hoffmann (Permanent Representative to the Conference on Disarmament in 
Geneva and Director-General Kassym-Jomart Tokayev (United Nations Office at 
Geneva and Personal Representative of the United Nations Secretary-General to the 
Conference on Disarmament) 

iii. Student perspectives and SCRAP presentation by Dr. Dan Plesch  
iv. Panel presentation and Discussion:  Peter Herby (Advisor to Norwegian Red Cross 

and Independent Consultant on Arms Control); Marc Finaud (Geneva Centre for 
Security Policy) 

v. Conclusion  
vi. Future Activities 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

On Wednesday 13 February 2013, the Strategic Concept for the Removal of Arms 
and Proliferation (SCRAP) held a public meeting at the United Nations in Geneva.   

Participants were welcome by SCRAP Project Officer and SOAS Student, Anna 
Feuer. Diplomats from a score of nations joined the discussion introduced by Director 
General Kassym-Jomart Tokayev (United Nations Office at Geneva and Personal 
Representative of the United Nations Secretary-General to the Conference on 
Disarmament), and Chaired by his Excellency Ambassador Helmut Hoffman (German 
Permanent Mission to the UN).  

 
The meeting established SCRAP as a credible part of diplomatic dialogue on disarmament. 
The rare speech by the Director-General at an event organised by a single NGO and led by 
students, the eminence of the chair and the expertise of the respondents, all testify to the 
significance of what was called a ‘new paradigm’ in disarmament proposals. 

 
 

OPENING REMARKS  

 
Ambassador Helmut Hoffman opened the conference by praising SCRAP for an “out 

of the box” approach towards disarmament. Ambassador Hoffman welcomed SCRAP as an 
important initiative in the field of disarmament, as it openly seeks new directions when official 
conferences have struggled to produce concrete resolution. Hoffman also expressed his 
personal delight in observing the attendance of so many students at the discussion, a point 
reiterated by Mr. Kassym-Jomart Tokayev. 
 
In his opening remarks, Mr. Kassym-Jomart Tokayev commended the efforts of SCRAP as a 
much-needed and vital student-driven disarmament project. He stated that projects such as 
these were ‘key in fighting indifference and complacency’ and that ‘it is essential to empower 
the young to become active and engaged citizens who can make their views on peace and 
security known to decision-makers.’  
 
‘As the Secretary-General has often emphasized: the world is over-armed and peace is 
underfunded. This represents an existential threat for us as the human family….So, it is my 
hope that the SCRAP project can provide inspiration to reverse these trends – urgently. 
 
Mr. Tokayev also used the opportunity to reiterate to all member states that it was essential 
to lay aside their personal interests and start negotiation in the Conference on Disarmament 
also happening in Geneva. On this point, Mr. Tokayev commented that SCRAP ‘represents 
an interesting and innovative holistic approach to general and complete disarmament’ and 
that ‘it is initiatives such as this one that contribute to keeping the issue of disarmament and 
non-proliferation alive and on the agenda of Governments.’ Mr Tokayev’s full remarks can be 
read here.  
 
 
 
 

http://www.cisd.soas.ac.uk/Files/docs/86877078-tokayev-remarks-dg-full-proposal.pdf�
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STUDENT PERSPECTIVES AND THE SCRAP PRESENTATION 

 
International student perspectives on SCRAP were delivered by Natasha Dyer and 

Max Moncaster. Natasha’s motivation for becoming involved in the SCRAP project, she 
stated, partially arose from the shared concern among her fellow students that a 
comprehensive framework for general and complete disarmament has disappeared from the 
mainstream policy agenda in recent years. This was something she felt SCRAP attempts to 
revitalise through its holistic approach. Max further reiterated the importance of the student-
led initiative of the SCRAP project from a Canadian perspective, praising its network 
approach which attempts to revitalise the disarmament debate.  
 
In his presentation, Dr. Daniel Plesch introduced the SCRAP proposal. Presenting 
disarmament as an easier technical task than tackling climate change, Dan Plesch argued 
that there have been many successful multi and bi lateral disarmament treaties making 
SCRAP’s approach both comprehensive and realistic by building on best practice. Dr Plesch 
drew special attention to the work of SCRAP Committee member Paul Schulte in developing 
ideas for a global norm of transparency and noted the work on transparency in the ATT 
negotiations. He also drew attention to the successful developments on these issues in the 
OAS and not just in Europe through the Vienna Accords of the 1990s. These in concert with 
voluntary acceptance of the type of inspection regime used by the UNSC in Iraq provided the 
bare-bones of SCRAP. The negotiating text for SCRAP was in a form used by France, 
Russia, the UK and the US in their proposal to the CD to globalise the INF Treaty. 
 
The importance of the SCRAP proposal, Dan Plesch argued, lies in its holistic approach 
which encompasses all systems of weapons from nuclear weapons and WMDs, to 
conventional weapons and drones. The SCRAP concept and memorandum can be 
read here. 
 
 

PANEL PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION  

 
In their presentation’s, both Peter Herby and Marc Finaud welcomed the SCRAP 

initiative by praising its innovative approach to disarmament. They both suggested, however, 
that further research in areas including development and transparency should be 
comprehensively carried out in the future for the SCRAP proposal.  
 
During his presentation, Peter Herby agreed that although the SCRAP proposal at first 
appears unrealistic, on reflection he believed it was a desirable concept which fitted the 
central aims of the United Nations Charter. Peter Herby also praised the importance of 
SCRAP for offering a refreshing perspective and alternative to the dominance of technocratic 
disarmament discussions.  
 
Peter Herby also mentioned the concept of humanitarian disarmament by recalling the 
success of the Mine Ban Treaty (1997). The treaty was a single weapons approach, which 
Peter Herby argued is of limited use in further initiatives. Many states opposed weapons 
specific initiatives because they are sufficiently comprehensive- and this is an obstacle that 
SCRAP overcomes. The holistic approach of SCRAP is also advantageous when it is often 
hard to define the geographic scope of any region where one seeks a regional approach.  

http://www.cisd.soas.ac.uk/Editor/assets/scrap%20web%20version.pdf�
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Peter Herby stressed, however, that SCRAP needs to address several areas before 
presenting a comprehensive global treaty on disarmament. For example, he argued SCRAP 
could incorporate issues in specific regions by implementing CSBMs, which could also help 
empower local actors.  Peter Herby also noted that the issue of the lobby from the military-
industrial complex Peter Herby concluded his remarks by suggesting that potential savings 
could be allocated to development programs, thus linking disarmament and development. 
 
Marc Finaud spoke in a personal capacity during the discussion, stating although SCRAP 
was ambitious, it was symbolic of a new paradigm in international security. Marc Finaud 
stressed the importance of the project’s initiative in moving away from the traditional state-
centric elements of disarmament, but instead towards encompassing non-state actors and 
civil society through its holistic approach. Throughout his presentation, Marc Finaud praised 
the SCRAP initiative for what he called its double nexus.  
 
First, he welcomed the idea of addressing nuclear-WMD and conventional disarmament 
together. Currently, nuclear weapons are balancing the gap with conventional forces in the 
perception of some states. Focusing only on nuclear disarmament alone could potentially 
create a conventional forces arms race. Therefore, if disarmament is to be achieved, it 
needs to encompass both nuclear and conventional weapons disarmament; something 
SCRAP outlines in its proposal. This did not imply linking the two formally or slowing the 
nuclear disarmament process. 
 
Second, SCRAP encompasses the concepts of regional and global security. Marc Finaud 
also argued it would be difficult alone to apply pre-existing Cold-War and regional 
frameworks on a global scale, due to context-dependent regional issues. Marc Finaud 
therefore suggested that SCRAP approaches different regional member-states and groups, 
asking how they would adapt the pre-existing treaties that SCRAP puts forward into a 
regional context.  
 
 

CONCLUSION 

 
In summary, the SCRAP proposal captured the attention of disarmament 

professionals and was well received by the diplomatic community. The analysis and insights 
proffered by all participants in the discussion will contribute to the development of SCRAP 
and our combined efforts to change the current situation. 
 
One such area highlighted was the need to draw out links between disarmament and other 
issues, such as development. The discussion also emphasised the need to address the 
issue of turning military focused facilities into civilian research in a disarmed world, given the 
heavy economic investment of some nations.  
 
Through Director General Tokayev’s encouragement of student engagement in peace 
initiatives and the opportunity to connect with like-minded organizations the event has given 
added energy to efforts to build a student-driven advocacy network for global disarmament. 
The SCRAP team would like to thank everybody who attended and supported the event. 
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FUTURE ACTIVITIES 

• The Second Preparatory Committee for the 2015 Review Conference of the 
Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT): On 
Wednesday 1 May 2013 at 1315, SCRAP will be giving a presentation 
on ‘Creating the Conditions for General and Complete Disarmament’ More details 
of this and other events held by NGOs can be found on the Reaching Critical Will 
website. 

• SCRAP Global Virtual Forum for General & Complete Disarmament (June 1-4, 
2013)  

• Call for Papers: Virtual Global Forum for General & Complete Disarmament 
 
 
 
 
 
About SCRAP: 
 
The SCRAP proposal is a holistic approach to global disarmament proposing the adoption of 
an international legally binding agreement for complete and general disarmament. Its 
concept is designed to expand the idea of what is possible in disarmament by drawing on 
the best practice of past agreements. SCRAP comes from the initiative of students, alumni 
and staff of SOAS, University of London, in partnership with Simon Fraser University at this 
meeting and is supported by a committee of former officials, academics and NGO officials. 
 
For more information visit www.scrapweapons.com  
 
 
Author: 
Gautier Castillo (SCRAP Project Officer)  
 
Editor(s):  
Matthew Rabagliati (SCRAP Project Coordinator) 
Rohit Gupta (SCRAP Project Coordinator) 
Dan Plesch (SCRAP Director) 
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